IT Manager

Location: Beijing
Starting date: ASAP

About the Company:

Our client is a well-known French company that focus on sustainable development and energy conservation, enjoy a good reputation in the industry, and maintain good cooperative relations with governments and large industrial enterprises.

Mission:

- Lead IS team to manage the operation and maintenance of company’s information system to ensure system’s stability, security, efficiency and reliability
- Meet company business needs to research and develop company’s applications to optimize company resources and offer technical tools for management decision
- Work with company to implement Group’s IS policy, regulations or applications resources and offer technical tools for management decision
- Supervising and developing IS to ensure systems’ performance and availability
- Establishing IS management policy and implementing group’s IS policy
- Taking charge of the implementation and following-up of information system
- Proposing and following IT budget, purchasing of computer’s material, and contract & supplier management
- Setting up user training to enhance users computer skill and IS security awareness
- Following up popular products in the IT market, and user feedback collection and analysis
- Communication with company’s IT teams in France on policies as well as on daily work

With over 10 years of experience, CCI FRANCE CHINE Recruitment Department supports companies in their recruitment needs and helps candidates find a professional opportunity across China.

To access more job offers, consult ccifc.org
Requirements:

- Advanced university degree (Master's degree or equivalent) in computer science, information technology, information management, statistics or related field
- Rich technical knowledge of information management, knowledge management, information systems and database development
- Fluency in oral and written Chinese and English. French is a plus
- A minimum of seven years of progressively responsible experience in planning, design, development, implementation and maintenance of computer information systems or related area, some of which should be at the international level
- Good technical knowledge and professional experience to master and manage the team work very well
- Full project developing experience such as IS integration, KMS application, video conference solution etc. and supervise overall procedure from requirement analysis, project plan, prototype design, developing, testing and implementation, and reporting
- Familiar with the information system security policies, procedures and operations, and always take effective measures to localize or implement it in the different sites
- Management abilities and good communication skill, organizational ability and inter-regional collaborative experience with the teams in the different countries.

Application:

Please send your resume to: bj-hr@ccifc.org
有意者请将简历投递至邮箱: bj-hr@ccifc.org
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